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Abstract—Artificial Intelligence is broader term consisting 

of many Machine Learning models and Deep Learning neural 

networks as its components for the machine to interact and 

behave just like humans. Machine Learning, Artificial 

Intelligence, and Deep Learning concepts, principles, types and 

the application is discussed in this paper. The purpose of this 

topic is to help others easily understand the various terms, 

methods/ techniques, and technologies people can use for 

machine learning purposes. Few of the machine learning 

models such as simple linear regression, multiple linear 

regression are researched and done in this paper. In this paper, 

the various machine learning algorithms, methods, and tools 

have been tested and tried in Visual Studio Code using Python. 

The outputs for all the various codes have also been given 

besides the code. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a combination of two 
words, “Artificial” meaning something man-made or non- 
natural things, and then the word “Intelligence” which refers 
to one’s ability to think and decide what should be done in 
the given circumstances. Artificial Intelligence can generally 
be classified into three levels or categories: Artificial Narrow 
Intelligence, Artificial General Intelligence and Artificial 
Super Intelligence 

Artificial Narrow Intelligence (ANI), generally known as 
weak AI or Narrow AI, is the sort of AI that we have so far 
been able to properly develop and implement. It is a form of 
AI that is trained to undertake and behave for specified tasks. 
Weak AI pertains to machines that specialize in a particular 
task and operates under a confined set of constraints and 
limitations [1]. 

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) is the form of AI 
that can accomplish work effectively to accomplish goals in 
about the same capacity that a human can. There are 
currently no AI that properly qualify as a General AI. These 
are still preliminary research and experimentation. Some 
predict that General AI will really be achievable by 2040, 
whereas others doubt that AGI could ever be realized. 

Artificial Super Intelligence (ASI) is a hypothetical AI, 
that has surpassed the intelligence of humans and can 
execute tasks better than us. Such systems are evolved forms 
of General AI. 

 
II. MACHINE LEARNING 

Machine learning is a component of Artificial 
Intelligence and Computer Science that focuses on the use of 

data and algorithms to emulate the way in which people  
learn, with both the goal and method/process of steadily 
improving accuracy [2]. Machine learning was described by 
Arthur Lee Samuel, an American pioneer in the fields of 
computer programming, machine learning, and artificial 
intelligence, in 1959 as a "Field of study that grants 
computers the ability to learn without being explicitly 
programmed." 

 

A. Working of Machine Learning Algorithms 

Machine learning algorithms create a model based on 
training data, which is used to train the algorithm how to 
make accurate predictions or operate in certain 
circumstances. All of this can be taught automatically by the 
algorithm without it being specifically coded to do so. This 
algorithm's training phase will be repeated until the 
algorithm can successfully complete all of its objectives 
according to its constraints [3]. The working of machine 
learning algorithm is represented in “Fig 1”. Data with 
similar traits are grouped by the algorithm; this grouping is 
called clusters. These prove helpful in the study of these 
groups, which can be applied to the entire data within a 
cluster more or less. Once the algorithm analyses and comes 
up with the probability distribution of the input, it can be 
used to generate new data. This proves to be very helpful in 
cases of missing data. 

 

III. DATA PREPROCESSING FOR MACHINE LEARNING 

Data are pre-processed to a particular format before the 
machine learning takes place so that the machine learning 
can be performed in the right way this is done because there 
may be times when in the dataset there are missing data and 
to tackle this there are multiple ways to solve and handle it to 
prevent any errors when training the machine learning 
models. 

Sometimes the observation can be deleted and ignored 
when there are only a few missing data in a big dataset, but if 
there are cases where there are many missing data then 
maybe the average (mean) or median of the dataset 
observations are used [4]. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Working of Machine Learning Algorithm 
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Fig 2 : Sample Dataset 

In the dataset shown in “Fig 2”, dependent variables are 
the features which are the columns that are to be predicted 
based on the independent features. Thus two features are 
created; X for the independent features such as Country, age, 
and salary; and Y the dependent variable which has to be 
predicted. The missing data in the dataset is taken care using 
the Python code represented in “Fig 3”. 

 

A. Encoding the Categorical Data 

There are times when data such as the country column 
has to be encoded into something the computer understands . 
The country field in the dataset is encoded as shown in “Fig 
4”. The onehot encoder was used in the code. The dependent 
variable was encoded as 0 and 1 as there were only two 
outputs- yes or no [5]. 

 

 
Fig 3: Taking care of Missing Data 

 

Fig.4 : Encoding the Categorical Data 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Fig 5 : Splitting the data into two sets- training set and test set 

B. Splitting the data into two sets- Training set and Test set 

The data set is split into the training set which is to be 
used to train the machine learning algorithm on the 
observations available and then to test set which will be used 
for testing the model developed. Usually, the dataset is split, 
and then feature scaling is done [6][7]. As usual, it’s better to 
generate and keep the test set separately so it can be excluded 
when feature scaling is done. It is widely used that 80% of 
the observation are to be used for the training set and the 
remaining 20% for the test set. 

 

C. Feature Scaling 

The technique of standardizing the range of values of all 
the independent variables or features of data is known as 
feature scaling. Data normalization or standardization is 
another name for this technique. The goal is to reduce the 
dataset to a narrower, more precise range so that the machine 
can be trained more efficiently and precisely. There are 
several methods for normalizing data; two of them are 
illustrated in table 1. “Fig 6” shows the feature scaling done 
on the dataset. 

 
TABLE I. METHODS FOR NORMALIZING DATA 

 

Standardisation Normalisation 

Xstand= x-mean(x) / Standard 

deviation (x) 

Xnorm= x-min(x) / ( max(x) – 

min(x) ) 

This will result in all the values 

between -3 and +3 

While in this the result of all the 

values will be between 0 and 1. 
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Fig 6: Feature Scaling 

IV. LINEAR REGRESSION 

 

A. Simple Linear Regression 

Simple Linear Regression is a method for estimating real 
values (house prices, phone calls, total sales, and so forth) 
based on a continuous variable (s). By fitting the optimal 
line, a link between independent and dependent variables can 
be established., The regression line is the best fit line, and it 
is represented by the linear equation Y= a *X + b. Here X is 
the Independent variable, Y is the Dependent Variable, a is 
the Slope and b the Intercept. The a and b coefficients are 
calculated by minimizing the sum of squared differences in 
distance between data points and the regression line. 

The dataset and libraries are imported similarly as shown 
earlier and is shown in “Fig 7” and “Fig 8”. The 
LinearRegression() class builds the simple linear regression 
model, thus the object is created using this class and the 
parameters are passed. 

An example to find out how much would a person of 30 
years of experience have as his/ her salary is represented in 
“Fig 9”. The 30 years value was inputted into a double pair 
of [] brackets, as the predict method always takes a 2D array 
as its parameter for inputs. To find the simple linear 
regression model equation, first find the co-efficient and 
intercept by using the regression object. Hence the equation 
of the simple linear regression model is 

Salary = 9345.942 * Years of Experience + 26816.192 

 

Fig 7 : Sample Data set 

 
Fig 8 : Visualising the test set results 

 

Fig 9: Example Prediction 

 
B. Multiple Linear Regression 

Multiple Linear Regression is identical to the simple 
linear regression equation, however there are more than 
one independent variable and just one dependent variable in 
multiple linear regression. In such a type of regression, we 
will be able to see how the dependent variable will change 
for different independent variables. In short multiple linear 
regression is used to analyze and estimate the relationship 
between two or more independent variables and one 
dependent variable. The sample dataset used is shown in 
table 2. “Fig 10” shows the code written in Python for 
importing the libraries and the dataset; Encoding the 
categorical data; splitting the dataset into training set and test 
set; and then training the multiple linear regression model on 
the training set [8]. 

The multiple Regression function automatically detects 
and handles the multiple independent variables and chooses 
the best or most statistically significant for the linear 
regression. 
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TABLE II. SAMPLE DATASET 
 

R&D 
Spend 

Administr 
ation 

Marketing 
Spend 

 
State 

 
Profit 

165349.2 136897.8 471784.1 New York 192261.83 

162597.7 151377.59 443898.53 California 191792.06 

153441.51 101145.55 407934.54 Florida 191050.39 

144372.41 118671.85 383199.62 New York 182901.99 

142107.34 91391.77 366168.42 Florida 166187.94 

131876.9 99814.71 362861.36 New York 156991.12 

134615.46 147198.87 127716.82 California 156122.51 

130298.13 145530.06 323876.68 Florida 155752.6 

120542.52 148718.95 311613.29 New York 152211.77 

123334.88 108679.17 304981.62 California 149759.96 

101913.08 110594.11 229160.95 Florida 146121.95 

100671.96 91790.61 249744.55 California 144259.4 

93863.75 127320.38 249839.44 Florida 141585.52 

91992.39 135495.07 252664.93 California 134307.35 

119943.24 156547.42 256512.92 Florida 132602.65 

114523.61 122616.84 261776.23 New York 129917.04 

78013.11 121597.55 264346.06 California 126992.93 

94657.16 145077.58 282574.31 New York 125370.37 

91749.16 114175.79 294919.57 Florida 124266.9 

86419.7 153514.11 0 New York 122776.86 

76253.86 113867.3 298664.47 California 118474.03 

78389.47 153773.43 299737.29 New York 111313.02 

73994.56 122782.75 303319.26 Florida 110352.25 

67532.53 105751.03 304768.73 Florida 108733.99 

77044.01 99281.34 140574.81 New York 108552.04 

64664.71 139553.16 137962.62 California 107404.34 

75328.87 144135.98 134050.07 Florida 105733.54 

72107.6 127864.55 353183.81 New York 105008.31 

66051.52 182645.56 118148.2 Florida 103282.38 

65605.48 153032.06 107138.38 New York 101004.64 

61994.48 115641.28 91131.24 Florida 99937.59 

61136.38 152701.92 88218.23 New York 97483.56 

63408.86 129219.61 46085.25 California 97427.84 

55493.95 103057.49 214634.81 Florida 96778.92 

46426.07 157693.92 210797.67 California 96712.8 

46014.02 85047.44 205517.64 New York 96479.51 

28663.76 127056.21 201126.82 Florida 90708.19 

44069.95 51283.14 197029.42 California 89949.14 

20229.59 65947.93 185265.1 New York 81229.06 

38558.51 82982.09 174999.3 California 81005.76 

28754.33 118546.05 172795.67 California 78239.91 

27892.92 84710.77 164470.71 Florida 77798.83 

23640.93 96189.63 148001.11 California 71498.49 

15505.73 127382.3 35534.17 New York 69758.98 

22177.74 154806.14 28334.72 California 65200.33 

1000.23 124153.04 1903.93 New York 64926.08 

1315.46 115816.21 297114.46 Florida 49490.75 

0 135426.92 0 California 42559.73 

542.05 51743.15 0 New York 35673.41 

0 116983.8 45173.06 California 14681.4 

 

 
 

Fig 10: Training the Multiple Linear regression model 
 

 

Fig 11: Predicting the test set results 

Prediction on the test set results is shown in “Fig 11”. 
The np.concatenate() function is used to concatenate two 
horizontal or vertical vectors. The 1 passed at the end refers 
to a horizontal concatenation. Here the second 
column(y_test) is the real profits on the test set, while the 
first column (y_pred) is the predicted profits. Making a 
single prediction (for example the profit of a startup with 
R&D Spend = 300000, Administration Spend = 150000, 
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Marketing Spend = 300000 and State = 'California'). 
Therefore, the equation of our multiple linear regression 
model is : 

Profit=86.6*Dummy State 1−873*Dummy State 2 

+786*Dummy State 3+0.773*R&D Spend 

+0.0329*Administration+0.0366*Marketing Spend 

+42467.53 
To get these coefficients the "coef_" and "intercept_" 

attributes were used from regressor object. Attributes in 
Python are different than methods and usually return a 
simple value or an array of values. Among the most 
fundamental and widely used unsupervised machine learning 
is K-means clustering. A cluster is a collection of data points 
that have been grouped together due to particular 
commonalities. You'll specify a goal number, k, for the 
number of centroids required in the dataset. A centroid is a 
fictional or genuine position that symbolizes the cluster's 
center. By lowering the in-cluster sum of squares, each pixel 
is assigned to one of the clusters. To put it differently, the K- 
means algorithm finds k centroids and then allocates every 
data point to the closest centroid while keeping the centroids 
as small as practicable. The average of the data, or 
determining the centroid, is just what the 'means' in K-means 
which can show the different clusters for visualization 
[9][10]. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

The linear and multiple regression model was 

implemented using a sample data set and found that multiple 

regression is better than linear regression considering the 

parameters correlation and use of algorithms has proved 

with the experimental results taking secondary dataset 

ESVMarket data .Multiple linear regression is used to 

estimate the relationship between two or more independent 

variables instead of one independent variable .This can be 

implemented using a multiple means clustering method with 

specified k clusters for visualization of customers using the 

multiple regression with their income and profit. 
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